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We propose a simple scenario which explains why our Universe appears spatially ﬂat, homogeneous and
isotropic. We use the Einstein–Cartan–Kibble–Sciama (ECKS) theory of gravity which naturally extends
general relativity to include the spin of matter. The torsion of spacetime generates gravitational repulsion
in the early Universe ﬁlled with quarks and leptons, preventing the cosmological singularity: the Universe
expands from a state of minimum but ﬁnite radius. We show that the dynamics of the closed Universe
immediately after this state naturally solves the ﬂatness and horizon problems in cosmology because
of an extremely small and negative torsion density parameter, ΩS ≈ −10−69. Thus the ECKS gravity
provides a compelling alternative to speculative mechanisms of standard cosmic inﬂation. This scenario
also suggests that the contraction of our Universe preceding the bounce at the minimum radius may
correspond to the dynamics of matter inside a collapsing black hole existing in another universe, which
could explain the origin of the Big Bang.
© 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V.
According to the current model of cosmology, the Universe,
shortly after the Big Bang, has undergone a very brief period of
an extremely rapid, exponential acceleration known as cosmic in-
ﬂation [1,2]. Cosmic inﬂation explains why the Universe appears
spatially ﬂat and why it is homogeneous and isotropic on large
scales [1]. However, inﬂationary scenarios require the existence of
scalar ﬁelds or other speculative and not-fully-understood mech-
anisms which introduce additional parameters to this model [2].
Moreover, Big Bang cosmology does not explain the origin of the
initial, extremely hot and dense state of the Universe and what ex-
isted before this state.
Here we show that extending Einstein’s general relativity to
include the intrinsic angular momentum (spin) of matter, which
leads to the Einstein–Cartan–Kibble–Sciama (ECKS) theory of grav-
ity [3–11], naturally explains why the Universe is spatially ﬂat,
homogeneous and isotropic, without invoking inﬂation. We also
propose that the torsion of spacetime, which is produced by the
spin of quarks and leptons ﬁlling the Universe and prevents the
formation of singularities (points of spacetime with inﬁnite cur-
vature and matter density), provides a physical mechanism for a
scenario in which each collapsing black hole gives birth to a new
universe inside it. Such an attractive scenario of fecund universes
has been proposed earlier by Smolin, however, either assuming the
formation of singularities and linking the ﬁnal singularity in each
black hole to the initial singularity of a new universe, or avoid-
E-mail address: nipoplaw@indiana.edu.
ing a singularity but without explaining such an avoidance [12,13].
Torsion thus appears as a very plausible phenomenon: it provides
a theoretical description of how a collapsing black hole produces
a new nonsingular universe in the above scenario, explaining the
origin of our Universe as the interior of a black hole existing in
another, bigger universe [14,15] and the arrow of time, and elimi-
nates the need for inﬂation in cosmology.
1. ECKS gravity
The ECKS theory of gravity naturally extends Einstein’s general
relativity to include matter with spin, providing a more complete
account of local gauge invariance with respect to the Poincaré
group [3–11]. It is a viable theory, which differs signiﬁcantly from
general relativity only at densities of matter much larger than the
nuclear density. This theory is advantageous over general relativ-
ity because torsion appears to prevent the formation of singulari-
ties from matter composed of particles with half-integer spin and
averaged as a spin ﬂuid [16–20], and to introduce an effective ul-
traviolet cutoff in quantum ﬁeld theory for fermions [21].
The ECKS gravity is based on the Lagrangian density of the
gravitational ﬁeld that is proportional to the Ricci curvature scalar
R , as in general relativity. However, this theory removes the
general-relativistic restriction of the symmetry of the aﬃne con-
nection Γik j , that is, of the vanishing of the torsion tensor Ski j =
(Γi
k
j −Γ jk i)/2. Instead, the torsion tensor is regarded as a dynam-
ical variable, in addition to the metric tensor gij [3–5,7,8]. Varying
the total action for the gravitational ﬁeld and matter with respect
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to the metric gives the Einstein ﬁeld equations that relate the cur-
vature of spacetime to the canonical energy–momentum tensor of
matter σi j = Θi j/
√−det gmn (we use the notation of [21]):
Rik − 12 Rgik = κσki, (1)








}+ Ski j + Sijk + S jik, (2)
{ ik j} are the Christoffel symbols of the metric gij , and κ =
8πG/c4. Varying the total action with respect to the torsion
gives the Cartan ﬁeld equations that relate algebraically the tor-




S jik − Slil g jk + Slkl g ji = −12κsikj . (3)
The symmetric dynamical energy–momentum tensor of general
relativity Tik [22] is related to the canonical energy–momentum
tensor by
Tik = σik − 12
(∇ j − 2Sl jl)(sik j − sk j i + s j ik), (4)
where ∇k denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the
aﬃne connection Γik j . The relations (1), (2), (3) and (4) give




si j j s
kl
l − si jlskl j − si jlsk jl
+ 1
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l − 2s jlls jmm + s jlms jlm
))
, (5)
where Gik is the Einstein tensor of general relativity. The second
term on the right of (5) is the correction to the curvature of space-
time from the spin [7,18]. If the spin vanishes, (5) reduces to the
standard Einstein equations.
2. Spin ﬂuids
Quarks and leptons, that compose all stars, are fermions de-
scribed in relativistic quantum mechanics by the Dirac equation.
Since Dirac ﬁelds couple minimally to the torsion tensor, the tor-
sion of spacetime at microscopic scales does not vanish in the
presence of fermions [7]. At macroscopic scales, such particles can
be averaged and described as a Weyssenhoff spin ﬂuid [23,24]. If
the spin orientation of particles is random then the macroscopic
spacetime average of the spin and of the spin gradients vanish. On
the contrary, the terms that are quadratic in the spin tensor do not
vanish after averaging [18]. However, the correction to the curva-
ture from the spin in (5) is signiﬁcant only at densities of matter
much larger than the density of nuclear matter because of the fac-
tor κ2.
The macroscopic canonical energy–momentum tensor of a spin
ﬂuid is given by
σi j = cΠiu j − p(gij − uiu j), (6)
while its macroscopic canonical spin tensor is given by
si j
k = si juk, si ju j = 0, (7)
where Πi is the four-momentum density of the ﬂuid, ui its four-
velocity, si j its spin density, and p its pressure [18]. The relations




















)∇{}l (skiu j + skjui), (8)
where 




i j > 0 (9)
is the square of the spin density, and ∇{}k denotes the general-
relativistic covariant derivative with respect to the Christoffel sym-
bols { ik j}. If the spin orientation of particles in a spin ﬂuid is
random then the last term on the right of (8) vanishes after av-
eraging. Thus the Einstein–Cartan equations for such a spin ﬂuid
are equivalent to the Einstein equations for a perfect ﬂuid with
the effective energy density 
 − κs2/4 and the effective pressure
p − κs2/4 [18,25–27].
3. Friedman equations with torsion
A closed, homogeneous and isotropic universe is described by
the Friedman–Lemaître–Robertson–Walker (FLRW) metric which,
in the isotropic spherical coordinates, is given by ds2 = c2 dt2 −
a2(t)
(1+kr2/4)2 (dr
2 + r2 dθ2 + r2sin2θ dφ2), where a(t) is the scale factor
and k = 1, and the energy–momentum tensor in the rest frame:
u0 = 1, uα = 0 (α = 1,2,3) [22]. The Einstein ﬁeld equations (8)
for this metric turn into the Friedman equations [16,17,19,20,25]:

















where the dot denotes the differentiation with respect to ct . These










which can be used instead of the second Friedman equation (11).
The average particle number density in a ﬂuid, n, is related to
the energy density and pressure of the ﬂuid by dn/n = d
/(
 + p).
If the ﬂuid is described by a barotropic equation of state p = w

then n ∝ 
1/(1+w) . The square of the spin density for a ﬂuid con-




which yields s2 ∝ 
2/(1+w) [26]. Substituting this relation into (12)
gives [25]

 ∝ a−3(1+w), (14)
which has the same form as for s2 = 0 (in the absence of spin).
Accordingly, the spin-density contribution to the total effective en-




κs2 ∝ a−6, (15)
regardless of the value of w . Such a scaling is consistent with the
conservation of the number of particles, n ∝ a−3. Thus 
S decou-
ples from 
 in time evolution of the Universe. The spin ﬂuid can
be regarded as a mixture of a ﬂuid in the standard Friedman equa-
tions and an exotic ﬂuid for which p = 
 < 0. This picture is purely
formal, however, because such an exotic ﬂuid cannot exist alone
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and its relation p = p(
) does not represent a physical equation of
state.
In the very early Universe which we consider, Dirac particles
composing the spin ﬂuid had energies much greater than their rest
energies. Thus they are described by an ultrarelativistic barotropic
equation of state, p = 
/3 (w = 1/3), as for radiation. Since the
relic background photons and neutrinos are the most abundant
particles in the Universe [28], the energy density of a spin ﬂuid in




ν , where R denotes ra-
diation, γ photons, and ν neutrinos. The scaling relation (14) gives







where aˆ = a/a0 is the normalized scale factor and the subscripts 0
denote quantities measured at the present time (when aˆ = 1). We
neglect the contributions to (16) from matter (dark plus baryonic),

M0aˆ−3, and from the cosmological constant, 
Λ = Λ/κ , because
in the early Universe (aˆ  1) they become much smaller than

R0aˆ−4 [28].









where H = ca˙/a is the Hubble parameter. The present-day total
density parameter, Ω = (
0 +
S0)/
c , where 
c = 3H20/(κc2) is the
present-day critical energy density, gives a0H0
√
Ω − 1 = c, as in











Ω(aˆ)− 1 = c. (19)
Using the present-day density parameters,
ΩR = 
R0/
c, ΩS = 
S0/
c, (20)
in (16) brings (17) to |H| = H0(ΩRaˆ−4 + ΩS aˆ−6 − (Ω − 1)aˆ−2)1/2.
The last term in the above equation is much smaller than the








which shows how the Hubble parameter depends on aˆ in the early
Universe. The relations (19) and (21) give the total density param-
eter as a function of aˆ:
Ω(aˆ) = 1+ (Ω − 1)aˆ
4
ΩRaˆ2 +ΩS . (22)
Since the energy-density contribution from torsion 
S is negative,
so is the torsion density parameter ΩS . This contribution generates
gravitational repulsion which is signiﬁcant at very small aˆ.
4. Density parameters
Seven-year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) ob-
servations show that our Universe may be indeed closed, with
Ω = 1.002 [29]. The WMAP data give also H−10 = 4.4× 1017 s and
ΩR = 8.8 × 10−5. Thus a0 = 2.9 × 1027 m. To estimate ΩS , we
use the relic background neutrinos which are the most abundant
fermions in the Universe, with n = 5.6 × 107 m−3 for each type
(out of 6) [28]. Eqs. (13) and (15) then give
ΩS = −8.6× 10−70. (23)
While in general relativity the torsion density parameter ΩS van-
ishes, the ECKS theory of gravity gives ΩS a nonzero, though ex-
tremely small, negative value.
5. Flatness problem
Gravitational repulsion induced by torsion, which becomes sig-
niﬁcant at extremely high densities, prevents the cosmological sin-
gularity. Eq. (21) shows that the expansion of the Universe started





= 3.1× 10−33, (24)
corresponding to the minimum but ﬁnite scale factor (radius of a
closed universe) am = 9 × 10−6 m. Before reaching its minimum
size, the Universe was contracting with H < 0. If we choose t = 0





t = f (x) = x
2
√
x2 − 1+ 1
2
ln
∣∣x+√x2 − 1∣∣, (25)
where x = aˆ/aˆm . When x  1, f (x) ≈ x2/2, yielding the usual evo-
lution of the radiation-dominated Universe, a ∼ t1/2.
In general relativity, ΩS = 0, from which it follows that Ω(aˆ) in
(22) tends to 1 as aˆ → 0 according to Ω(aˆ) − 1 = (Ω − 1)aˆ2/ΩR ,
which introduces the ﬂatness problem in Big-Bang cosmology.
Ω(aˆ) at the GUT epoch must have been tuned to 1 to a preci-
sion of more than 52 decimal places in order for Ω to be near 1
today. This problem can be solved by cosmic inﬂation, according to
which the Universe in the very early stages of its evolution expo-
nentially expanded (which involved false vacuum or scalar ﬁelds)
by a factor of at least 1026, making Ω(aˆ) suﬃciently close to 1 at
the GUT epoch [1,2].
In the ECKS gravity, where ΩS < 0, Ω(aˆ) is inﬁnite at aˆ = aˆm .





)= 1− 4ΩS(Ω − 1)
Ω2R
= 1+ 8.9× 10−64. (26)
As the Universe expands from aˆm to
√
2aˆm , Ω(aˆ) rapidly decreases
from inﬁnity to the value (26) which appears to be tuned to 1 to a
precision of about 63 decimal places. This stage takes







)= 5.3× 10−46 s. (27)
During this time, the Universe expands only by a factor of
√
2
which is much less than 1026 in the inﬂationary scenario. Thus
the apparent ﬁne tuning of Ω(aˆ) in the very early Universe is
naturally caused by the extremely small and negative torsion density
parameter (23) originating from the torsion of spacetime in the
ECKS gravity, without needing the inﬂationary dynamics. As the
Universe expands further, ΩRaˆ2 becomes much greater than |ΩS |
and Ω(aˆ) − 1 increases according to Ω(aˆ) − 1 = (Ω − 1)aˆ2/ΩR ,
until the Universe becomes dominated by matter. In this epoch,
w < 1/3 and the contributions from dark and baryonic matter and
from the cosmological constant must be included in (16).
6. Horizon problem
The relations (19) and (26) give
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a˙ = 1√
Ω(aˆ)− 1 . (28)
The velocity of the point that is antipodal to the coordinate origin,
va = πca˙ [22,28], has a local maximum at aˆ =
√




√−ΩS(Ω − 1) c = 1.1× 10
32 c. (29)
As the closed Universe expands from aˆm to
√
2aˆm , va rapidly in-
creases from zero to the enormous value (29). During this time,
the Universe is accelerating: a¨ > 0. As the Universe expands fur-
ther, va decreases according to va = √πcΩRaˆ−1/
√
Ω − 1, until
the Universe becomes dominated by matter, when the formula for
the decrease of va depends also on the contributions from dark
and baryonic matter (and later also from the cosmological con-
stant). During this time, the Universe is decelerating: a¨ < 0, until
the cosmological constant becomes dominant and the Universe is
accelerating again.
If the closed Universe was causally connected at some instant
t < 0, then it remains causally connected during its contraction
until t = 0 and also during the subsequent expansion until va
reaches c. After that moment, the point at the origin cannot com-
municate with points in space receding with velocities greater
than c. That is, the Hubble radius dH = c/H becomes smaller than
the physical distance to the antipodal point da = πa. The Universe
contains N ≈ (va/c)3 = (da/dH )3 causally disconnected volumes.
At t given by (27), da is 32 orders of magnitude greater than dH
and N ≈ 1096. Again, it is the extremely small and negative torsion
density parameter (23) that naturally causes how such a large num-
ber of causally disconnected volumes arises from a single causally
connected region of spacetime, without needing the inﬂationary
dynamics. As the Universe expands further, |ΩS | becomes negligi-
ble, the Universe smoothly enters the radiation-domination epoch,
and N decreases according to standard cosmology.
7. Discussion
In this work, we considered the ECKS theory of gravity which
is the closest theory with torsion to general relativity. We used the
spin density of matter as the source of torsion, which has a natu-
ral physical interpretation in the context of the Poincaré group and
does not introduce additional ﬁelds or coupling constants [7]. We
used the spin-ﬂuid form of the spin density, which can be derived
from the conservation law for the spin density using the method of
multipole expansion [11,24]. Although the spin is usually consid-
ered as the source of torsion, there exist several other possibilities
in which torsion can emerge. Different forms of the torsion tensor
can arise from such sources, giving different modiﬁcations to the
energy–momentum tensor [30]. These torsion ﬁelds could be used
to derive the same effects on the geometry of the Universe as those
caused by the torsion from a spin ﬂuid. Whether torsion couples
to spin and whether other kinds of torsion are physical should be
tested experimentally. Many gravitational Lagrangians with torsion
(including the ECKS one) imply that the torsion is related to its
source through an algebraic equation, so that the torsion does not
propagate and vanishes in vacuum, which introduces limitations
on its detection [9,10]. If torsion can exist in vacuum but it cou-
ples only to intrinsic spin, its effects in the Solar System would be
still negligibly small [7]. In this case, typical experimental limits
on torsion come from searches for dynamical properties of parti-
cles such as quantum effects from the coupling of torsion to Dirac
spinors, spin–spin interaction due to torsion or anomalies in the
Standard Model with torsion [9,10]. However, if torsion couples to
rotational angular momentum, such a coupling would affect the
physical phenomena at larger scales, including the precession of
gyroscopes without spin polarization such as a gyroscope in the
Gravity Probe B experiment [31].
The physical picture for a spin ﬂuid considered in this Letter is
the same as that in Gasperini’s model of spin-dominated inﬂation
[25] for w = 1/3. It has been shown in [25] that a spin ﬂuid with
w = −1/3 + δ, where δ > 0 is a number extremely close to zero,
can characterize a physically viable inﬂationary scenario. The ori-
gin of such a ﬁne tuning would be diﬃcult to explain, though. We
consider the physically realistic case w = 1/3 and analyze Ω(aˆ)
to show that an extremely small and negative torsion density pa-
rameter ΩS ≈ −10−69, arising from a very weak and repulsive
spin–spin interaction predicted by the ECKS theory of gravity, suf-
ﬁces to solve the ﬂatness and horizon problems without any ﬁne tuning.
The ECKS cosmology is thus a compelling alternative not only to
Big-Bang cosmology (it avoids the initial singularity), but also to
the standard inﬂationary scenario because it does not require false
vacuum, scalar ﬁelds or other speculative mechanisms. Moreover,
the ECKS gravity does not contain free parameters (G and c can
be always set to 1 by changing the units), thus it is advantageous
over inﬂationary models that do introduce new parameters [2].
According to (21), the contraction of the Universe before t = 0
looks like the time reversal of the following expansion. However,
the idea of a universe contracting from inﬁnity in the past does
not explain what caused such a contraction, just like Big-Bang
cosmology cannot explain what happened before the Big Bang.
Fortunately, two mechanisms can cause the dynamics asymme-
try between the contraction and expansion. First, when the Uni-
verse has the minimum radius (24), the radiation energy density
is 
R = 1.1× 10116 Jm−3, which is greater than the Planck energy
density by a few orders of magnitude. Thus it is also signiﬁcantly
greater than the density threshold for particle production [7,32–
34]. Such pair production would increase ΩS . If the contracting
Universe was anisotropic in the past, the particle production in
the presence of extremely large tidal forces would also increase
the energy density to the values suﬃcient for isotropization of the
subsequent expansion [32,33]. Second, the electroweak interactions
between fermions in the early Universe could cause their spins to
align, making the last term on the right of (8) nonzero. This term
would introduce in the Friedman equations a time asymmetry with
respect to the transformation t → −t , H → −H . The presence of
the covariant derivatives of the four-velocity in this term could
contribute to the production of mass in the Universe [8]. Also, the
spin tensor in this term acts like viscosity, which would increase
the entropy of the Universe.
We propose the following scenario. A massive star, that is
causally connected, collapses gravitationally to a black hole and an
event horizon forms. Inside the horizon, spacetime is nonstationary
and matter contracts to an extremely dense, but because of torsion,
ﬁnite-density state. In the frame locally moving with matter, this
contraction looks like the contraction of a closed universe [22,35].
Such a universe is initially causally connected and anisotropic. Ex-
tremely large tidal forces cause an intense pair production which
generates the observed amount of mass and increases the energy
density, resulting in isotropization of this universe [32–34]. Ad-
ditional terms in the Lagrangian density containing torsion could
also generate massive vectors [36]. The spin density increases,
magnifying the repulsive spin-ﬂuid forces due to the negative 
S .
The particle production does not change the total (matter plus
gravitational ﬁeld) energy of the resulting FLRW universe, which
is zero if we neglect the cosmological constant [37]. After reaching
its minimum size, the homogeneous and isotropic universe starts
expanding. Such an expansion is not visible for observers outside
the black hole, for whom the horizon’s formation and all subse-
quent processes occur after inﬁnite time [22]. The new universe is
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thus a separate spacetime branch with its own timeline; it can last
inﬁnitely long and grow inﬁnitely large if dark energy is present.
As the universe in a black hole expands to inﬁnity, the bound-
ary of the black hole becomes an Einstein–Rosen bridge connecting
this universe with the outer universe [38]. We recently suggested
that all astrophysical black holes may be Einstein–Rosen bridges
(wormholes), each with a new universe inside that formed simul-
taneously with the black hole [39]. Accordingly, our own Universe
may be the interior of a black hole existing in another universe,
and the time asymmetry of motion at the boundary of this black
hole may cause the perceived arrow of cosmic time. This scenario
is possible because the torsion of spacetime, which is produced by
the intrinsic spin of fermions in a spin ﬂuid, prevents the forma-
tion of singularities [18]. Thus the gravitational collapse of a star
composed of quarks and leptons to a black hole does not create
a singularity [21], allowing matter inside the event horizon to un-
dergo a bounce at the (nonsingular) state of maximum density and
then reexpand. A similar scenario, where a new universe emerges
inside each collapsing black hole, has been proposed earlier by
Smolin [12,13], however, without providing a physical mechanism
for such a bounce and with invoking inﬂation. It has also been
argued in [40] that the horizon, ﬂatness, and structure formation
problems can be solved without inﬂation if the (ﬂat, with k = 0)
Universe is born from the interior of a black hole, however, without
demonstrating how to avoid the formation of a central singularity
in a collapsing black hole. Torsion thus provides a viable theo-
retical explanation of how black-hole interiors can generate new
universes, avoiding unphysical singularities and replacing specula-
tive mechanisms of inﬂation. Cosmology in a black hole has also
been proposed in [41,42].
Since most stars rotate, most astrophysical black holes are rotat-
ing black holes. A universe born from a rotating black hole should
inherit its preferred direction, related to the axis of rotation. Such a
preferred direction should introduce small corrections to the FLRW
metric, containing the Kerr radius a = M/(mc), where M is the
angular momentum of a rotating black hole and m is its mass
[22,43]. These corrections could then couple to other ﬁelds, allow-
ing to verify whether our Universe was born in a black hole. GRS
1915+105, which is the heaviest and fastest spinning, known stel-
lar black hole in the Milky Way Galaxy, has a < 26 km [44]. Lighter
or slower spinning black holes have smaller values of a. To com-
pare, the preferred-frame parameter 2.4 × 10−19 GeV in a model
for neutrino oscillations using Lorentz violation [45] corresponds
to the length of 820 m.
The proposed scenario for the origin of our Universe may ex-
plain the arrow of time [12]. Although the laws of the ECKS theory
of gravity are time-symmetric, the boundary conditions of the Uni-
verse are not, because the motion of matter through the event
horizon of a black hole is unidirectional and thus it can deﬁne
the arrow of time. The arrow of cosmic time of a universe inside
a black hole would then be ﬁxed by the time-asymmetric collapse
of matter through the event horizon, before the subsequent expan-
sion. Such an arrow of time would also be entropic: although black
holes are states of maximum entropy in the frame of outside ob-
servers, new universes expanding inside black holes would allow
entropy to increase further.
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